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style. passion. inspired design.
extraordinary pieces that make an impression.

thoughtful details. unexpected materials. authentic character. 
effortless sophistication.

take a closer look.
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4Elysia Buffet 332132. 



Jacopo Console Table 332912. 5

Inspired by a passion to create. 



6Pravo Dining Chairs 332551.



Unexpected materials. Iconic style.

7Ornella Dining Table 332775/332775T.



8Ronan Chair N6223.



9Ravi Cocktail Table 332024.

To download images and see highlights from our new  
Bernhardt Interiors collection, visit the link below. 

Bernhardt FALL 2023 Media Kit

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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CASEGOODS
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Elemental and serene, Arcadia finds beauty in bold shapes, unadorned surfaces and a 

mix of materials. Monolithic forms and a restrained sensibility define an elevated 

aesthetic with the softness of rounded edges, tactile materials and a palette of muted 

earthy hues. A rustic finish adds depth and texture, highlighting the lustrous drama of 

striated stone. Profiles are simplistic, grounded and unpretentious, with a relaxed 

modern mood. The collection combines warm minimalism with a reflective, tranquil 

sentiment for a look that’s understated and peaceful with effortless sophistication.

ARCADIA



12Arcadia Side Table 334123 and Etagere 334812. 
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Bold shapes. Unadorned surfaces. The lustrous drama of striated stone.

Arcadia Dining Table 334244/334246.



14Arcadia Entertainment Credenza 334880.
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Elemental and serene. An elevated aesthetic with effortless sophistication. 

Arcadia Dining Chair 334554.



16Arcadia Panel Bed 334H03/334FR03 and Nightstand 334230.



17Arcadia Dining Table 334274/334275 and Dining Chairs 334504. 



To download images and see highlights from our new  
Bernhardt Arcadia collection, visit the link below.  
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18Arcadia Cocktail Table 334022.

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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Tribeca combines an understated sensibility with a relaxed mood and heritage 

craftsmanship. The look is built on simplicity, emphasizing the rich character and 

warmth of curated materials. Traditional forms are pared down to clean lines and 

transformed by rustic finishes. Visible natural features of the wood add authenticity, 

while the contrast of aged metal highlights key design elements. The collection 

blends a casual modern aesthetic with the timeless appeal of New York City’s iconic 

Tribeca neighborhood.

TRIBECA



20Tribeca Entertainment Credenza 333880.
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The rich character and warmth of curated materials.

Tribeca Dining Table 333244/333242. 



22Tribeca Dining Chair 333542.
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A casual modern aesthetic. Timeless appeal.

Tribeca Nightstand 333229.
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To download images and see highlights from our new 
Bernhardt Tribeca collection, visit the link below.  
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Tribeca Entertainment Credenza 333880.

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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The culmination of our quest to create the world’s most comfortable sofa.
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Plush is the culmination of our quest to create the world’s most comfortable sofa. 

Stylish and modern with deep, comfortable, luxurious seating, Plush is a new 

experience in design for living spaces, combining natural fabrics with relaxed 

tailoring, sumptuous down cushions and gracious scale. After extensive research and 

development, the Plush Feather Down Cushion offers the industry’s most luxurious 

seating experience. To care for the cushions, you should turn and rotate them to wear 

evenly, fluff them as you would a pillow and vacuum them regularly for maximim 

resiliency. It is natural for feathers to come out of the cushions occasionally. Plush is 

so much more than just a sofa. It’s the perfect combination of unprecedented comfort 

with sophisticated, uncompromised styling.

PLUSH
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A new experience in design for living spaces. 

Bernhardt Plush Margot Sofa P5417A.
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To download images and see highlights from our new 
Bernhardt Plush collection, visit the link below.  
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Bernhardt Plush Tori Sofa P7667A.

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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ACCENT CHAIRS



31Coco Swivel Chair B7903S.
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Stunning modern design meets extraordinary attention to detail. 
Introducing a few of our newest chairs.

Sala Chair B5504. 
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To download images and see highlights from our new Bernhardt 
upholstery introductions, visit the link below.  

Bernhardt FALL 2023 Media Kit

Sala Chair B5503. 

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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MOTION



35Rialto Power Motion Sofa 617RL.

Stylish. Modern. Cool. This is Bernhardt motion.
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To download images and see highlights from our new 
Bernhardt motion introductions, visit the link below. 
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Sorrento Power Motion Chair 382RL. 
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A fresh look at outdoor living. 



E X T E R I O R S
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Bernhardt Exteriors features a range of luxury outdoor pieces, from dining tables and 

chairs to occasional tables, sofas, sectionals and more. Characterized by a high level 

of design and an elevated aesthetic, the collection is created in uniquely beautiful 

materials. Each all-weather piece can be used in a full outdoor space, such as a 

patio, terrace or deck. Seating groups are made with deep, sumptuous cushions for 

unrivaled comfort. Performance upholstery includes fabrics by Sunbrella among 

others. Evolving and intentionally eclectic, Bernhardt Exteriors breathes fresh air 

into exterior furnishings with a stylish, sophisticated approach to outdoor living.



40Sarene Chairs O4472. 
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Uniquely beautiful materials. Inspired design.

Corfu Counter Stool X08584. 



42Leilani Sofa O4328. 
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An elevated aesthetic. All-weather performance.

Trouville Dining Table X08272 / X08273. 



44Kaya Side Table X08127.
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To download images and see highlights from our new 
Bernhardt Exteriors collection, visit the link below.  
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Hugo Chaise O10390. 

https://www.bernhardtmarketing.com/web/4982adb4ef6fc020/fall-2023-media-kit/?viewType=grid
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MEDIA CONTACT

Heather Eidenmiller 
Director of Brand Development 

heathereidenmiller@bernhardt.com 
828.759.6491

Find us. Follow us. Share the love. 

Instagram: @bernhardtfurniture 
Pinterest: bernhardtfurniture 
Facebook: bernhardtfurniture 

YouTube: Bernhardt 
LinkedIn: Bernhardt Furniture Co

mailto:heathereidenmiller@bernhardt.com
https://www.instagram.com/bernhardtfurniture/
https://www.pinterest.com/bernhardtfurniture/
https://www.facebook.com/bernhardtfurniture
https://www.youtube.com/Bernhardt
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bernhardt-furniture-co
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